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Abstract. The steam turbine and a boiler are important components of a power
generation plant. Improved efficiency of a power plant leads to increase of energy
production and less waste. In this paper, a model of the power plant as a multivariable
system using fuzzy arithmetic which is based on the Transformation Method (TM)
is presented. The analytical solution is used to evaluate the state space model. The
TM is then used to quantify the influence of each parameter and their gain factors
are calculated to allow estimation of relative measures of uncertainty. The method is
applied to a boiler and a steam turbine systems for simulation, analysis and indication
of TM’s efficiency. The efficiency of TM is presented in this paper.
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1 Introduction
One of the most frequently-researched subjects in thermal energy is the power-
generation plant. A combined-cycle power plant is a large-scale electrical power
generation plant in which electricity is obtained from both gas and steam tur-
bines. Energy is transferred in the form of heat or gaseous flow through each
turbine to produce electricity [12]. Furthermore, additional electricity is pro-
duced using wasted heat which may be found in exhaust gases from turbines
or other parts of the system. Effort is also taken to reduce losses of energy.
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A steam turbine has complex features in order to increases thermal efficiency
[1, 11]. This complexity is also the reason why nonlinear analytical model has
been developed to study transient dynamics of steam turbine. Such a model
can be used for control, simulation and monitoring of the state of the system.
The furnace described in [12] is chosen for this research. A furnace is a
thermal device in which water or air is heated and later circulated throughout
the system [9]. The furnace is an important subsystem of a boiler in combined-
cycle power plant. The system is usually in temperate countries with four
seasons. The most common fuel sources for modern furnaces are coal, liquefied
petroleum gas, and fuel oil.
Another component of a boiler discussed in this paper is the reheater. The
reheater is an important component in a high-capacity power plant. Heat
exchange occurs whereby temperature and pressure will be reduced before en-
tering in low speed turbine [10]. The temperature drops in reheater due to
pressure loss.
A boiler and a steam turbine system have complex features affecting thermal
efficiency. In this regard, no mathematical model can precisely describe such
a complicated process. Inaccuracy is inherent in the developed model due to
uncertain parameters. The lack of accurate modeling causes many difficulties
in deciding control strategies and a measure for model fitness is required for
better overall performance.
Previous research by Izaz Ullah Khan [8] only describes the Inverse Feed-
back Fuzzy State Space Model (FFSSM) for the steam turbine model. The
algorithm is used to maximize the power production with optimal input pa-
rameters. The inverse modeling approach was used to determine the optimal
operating conditions. The method was used at the three stages of the steam
turbine.
Graph was used in [7] to model the boiler system. The boiler system con-
sists of subsystems such as furnace, superheater, drum, riser and reheater.
These subsystems are represented as vertices and the interconnections between
subsystems are associated with edges of the graph. Initially, the input-output
variables for the subsystems are identified using a state space approach. It is
used as an initial for the development of the fuzzy model of the system.
The transformation method is carried out to reduce the number of param-
eters. It is described in Section 2 below.
2 The transformation method (TM)
There are two types of TM: general and reduced forms. Both types are accept-
able for simulation and analysis of systems with uncertain parameters. They
can be used to evaluate and simulate static or dynamical systems with fuzzy-
valued parameters. The equations for coefficients in general TM are proposed
in [2, 3, 4, 5].
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2.1 Simulation of a system with uncertain parameters: general
transformation method
The system’s uncertain parameters can be represented by fuzzy numbers p˜i
where i = 1, 2, . . . , n,
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A fuzzy parameterized model is expected to show non-monotonic behavior
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The arithmetical expression of F is given in the form:
q˜ = F (p˜1, p˜2, . . . , p˜n).
The expression is evaluated separately for up to 2n combinations using
conventional arithmetic for crisp numbers. The result can be expressed in
decomposed and transformed forms by the combination Zˆ(j) for j = 0, 1, . . . ,m.
The k-th element of kZˆ(j) of the array Zˆ(j) is given as
kZˆ(j) = F (kxˆ
(j)
1 ,
kxˆ
(j)
2 , . . . ,
kxˆ(j)n ), k = 1, 2, . . . , 2
n.
Finally, the fuzzy-valued q˜ of the expression can be obtained in decomposed
form
Z(j) = [a(j), b(j)], j = 0, 1, . . . ,m
by transforming Zˆ(j) using the following recursive formulas:
a(j) = min
k
(a(j+1), kzˆ(j)), b(j) = max
k
(b(j+1), kzˆ(j)), j = 0, 1, . . . ,m− 1,
a(m) = min
k
(kzˆ(m)) = max
k
(kzˆ(m)) = b(m).
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2.2 Analysis of a system with uncertain parameters: general trans-
formation method
The coefficients η
(j)
i , for i = 1, 2, . . . , n and j = 0, 1, . . . ,m−1, are determined:
η
(j)
i =
1
(m− j + 1)n−1(b(j)i − a(j)i )
(m−j+1)n−i∑
k=1
(m−j+1)i−1∑
l=1
(s2 zˆ(j) −s1 zˆ(j)),
s1 (k, l) = k + (l − 1)(m− j + 1)n−i+1,
s2 (k, l) = k + [(m− j + 1)l − 1](m− j + 1)n−i.
The values a
(j)
i and b
(j)
i denote the lower and upper bound of the interval
X
(j)
i and
kzˆ(j) k-th are the elements of the array Zˆ(j). The coefficients η
(j)
i
are gain factors from uncertainty in the i-th parameter with respect to the
uncertainty of output z with membership level µj . Mean gain factors η
(j)
i are
obtained such as:
ηi =
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j=1
µjη
(j)
i /
m−1∑
j=1
µj .
Finally, the degree of influence ρi is determined for i = 1, 2, . . . , n using
ρi =
∑m−1
j=1 µj
∣∣∣η(j)i (a(j)i + b(j)i )∣∣∣∑n
q=1
∑m−1
j=1 µj
∣∣∣η(j)q (a(j)q + b(j)q )∣∣∣ ,
n∑
i=1
ρi = 1.
2.3 FAMOUS software
Figure 1. Structure of the software FAMOUS [6].
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In this study, a software package by [6] called Fuzzy Arithmetical Modeling
of Uncertain Systems (FAMOUS) (see Figure 1) is used to simulate and analyze
the model of the boiler and steam turbine. FAMOUS is a toolbox that provides
a framework to handle parametric uncertainties in systems analysis. It uses
the transformation method in Section 2.1–2.2 to compute solutions for a given
system.
3 Application to a Steam Turbine System
The equation (3.1) describes the state, and equation (3.2) describes the output
of the steam turbine. The state variables of the steam turbine model are
steam energy per unit volume
(
Xo
′)
, outlet steam flow
(
wou
′
)
and steam
density (ρou
′
). The output variables are outlet steam density (pou), outlet
steam temperature (Tou) and mechanical power development (P) [12]. Thus,
the state space equation is given as in [11]:
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′
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R
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(3.2)
where
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√
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(
r(
2
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)
/
(
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)
.
The reduction method is applied to the steam turbine in order to reduced
computing time. By solving the ordinary differential equations, the output Pou
is selected from equation (3.2)
Pou = rRToXo/ho. (3.3)
From equation (3.3), Xo is identified as
Xo
′
= −ho
v
wou +
ho
v
win − win
v
cp
Rρo
Tin
Tou
Pin +
wincp
v
Tin,∫
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′
=
∫
−ho
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win − win
v
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Tin
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Pin +
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v
Tindt,
Xo=− ho
v
wou (t) +
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v
win (t)−win
v
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Rρo
Tin
Tou
Pin (t) +
wincp
v
Tin (t) + c. (3.4)
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Substituting (3.4) into (3.3) gives
Pou=
rRTo
ho
[
−ho
v
wou (t) +
ho
v
win (t)−win
v
cp
Rρo
Tin
Tou
Pin (t) +
wincp
v
Tin (t) +c
]
.
By using FAMOUS, the input parameters of the steam turbine system (HP,
IP and LP) are expressed by the fuzzy model parameters p1 (Inlet steam flow
from boiler superheat section), p2 (Inlet steam pressure), p3 (Inlet steam flow
temperature), p4 (Inlet steam flow enthalpy) and p5 (Inlet steam flow density).
The membership functions are derived from quasi-Gaussian distributions, as
illustrated in Figures 2–4.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e)
Figure 2. Fuzzy input parameters of high-pressure section of a steam turbine system (a)
p1 (Inlet steam flow from boiler superheat section), (b) p2 (Inlet steam pressure), (c) p3
(Inlet steam flow temperature), (d) p4(Inlet steam flow enthalpy) and (e) p5(Inlet steam
flow density).
The output variable q˜ = Pou is obtained for each section of the steam
turbine. Figure 5 shows the fuzzy output Pou for HP, IP and LP sections of
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e)
Figure 3. Fuzzy input parameters of intermediate-pressure section of a steam turbine
system (a) p1 (Inlet steam flow from boiler superheat section), (b) p2 (Inlet steam
pressure), (c) p3 (Inlet steam flow temperature), (d) p4 (Inlet steam flow enthalpy) and (e)
p5 (Inlet steam flow density).
the system. The results do not show significant variations when compared to
the original symmetric quasi-Gaussian distribution, namely p1, p2, p3, p4 and p5
of the steam turbine.
Given in Figure 6, the overall uncertainty of the model output in high
pressure section is induced by the uncertainty in ρ2 (Inlet steam pressure) with
a degree of influence of 49%. The degree of output uncertainty influenced by
ρ1 is only 32% and for ρ3 is just 18%. The rest, ρ4 and ρ5 have such low
percentages of influence and are considered negligible.
As for the intermediate-pressure section: the uncertainty from ρ2 shows high
influence on the overall uncertainty of the system, at 47%. The uncertainties
of ρ1 and ρ3 show low impact, with 34% and 18% respectively. The influence
of parameters ρ4 and ρ5 are considered negligible.
Math. Model. Anal., 23(1):101–116, 2018.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e)
Figure 4. Fuzzy input parameters of low-pressure section of a steam turbine system (a)
p1 (Inlet steam flow from boiler superheat section), (b) p2 (Inlet steam pressure), (c) p3
(Inlet steam flow temperature), (d) p4 (Inlet steam flow enthalpy) and (e) p5 (Inlet steam
flow density).
The uncertain parameter of the low-pressure section shows ρ2 has moderate
impact of 55%. The uncertainties of ρ1 and ρ3 show low influences of 31% and
14% respectively. The parameters ρ4 and ρ5 are negligible.
A conclusion that can be made is the influence of inlet steam pressure
ρ2 confined the high influence measure for each section in the steam turbine
system. Following the influence measure of inlet steam flow from the boiler
superheat section ρ1 and inlet steam flow temperature ρ3. However, the inlet
steam flow enthalpy ρ4 and inlet steam flow density ρ5 show only a small
influence and can be regarded as negligible.
4 Application to a furnace system
A furnace by [9] is considered a complex an uncertain system because it exhibits
systemic variability depending on the quantity of inputs. The model’s inputs
are identified as fuel, air and exhaust gas flows. The following are the state
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 5. Fuzzy Output Pou of a Steam Turbine System (a) high-pressure, (b)
intermediate-pressure, (c) low-pressure.
space equations [9] for the furnace.[
˙ρEG
XF1
]
=
[
−kfREGTgVF 0
− (REGTg)(Qir+Qis)VFPG −
kfREGTg RS(1+
Y
100 )
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](
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)
+
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1
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1
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] WFWA
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 , (4.1)

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Qrs
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 =
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−
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2
g
hEG
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×
(
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)
. (4.2)
Equation (4.1) represents the state and equation (4.2) is the output of the
furnace. The state parameters of the furnace are ρEG (the density of exhaust
gas from the boiler) and XF1 (the enthalpy and density of exhaust gas from
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 6. Relative influence measure ρi for output Pou in (a) high pressure, (b)
intermediate pressure and (c) low pressure section of a steam turbine system.
the boiler). The five output parameters are Qir (heat transferred to the risers
in J/s), Qis (heat transferred to the superheater in J/s), Qrs (heat transferred
to the reheater in J/s), Qes (heat transferred to the economizer in J/s) and
PG (furnace air pressure in Pa). The selected Qir from equation (4.2) is then
solved by using the method of integrating factor:
Qir =
[
θTgREGKF
(1− θ) WEG (Qgs+WEGCgsTgr)
]
ρEG−
[
θKFREGT
2
gCgs
(1−θ) hEG
]
XF1, (4.3)
ρEG =
WF +WA +WG
kfREGTg
+Ce−
KFREGTg
V t (4.4)
and in similar way for XF1:
XF1 =
−(Qir +Qis)REGTgρEG/PG + CFWF + hAWA + hGWG
kfREGTgRS(1 + Y/100)
+ Ce
− kfREGTgRS(1+Y/100)VF t. (4.5)
Substitute equations (4.4) and (4.5) into equation (4.3)
Qir =
(
θ
1− θ
)
(Qgs + wEGcgsTgr)
REGT gkf
wEG
(
WF +WA +WG
kfREGTg
+ Ce−
KFREGTg
V t
)
−
(
θ
1− θ
)
kfREGCgsT
2
g
hEG
(
Ce
− kfREGTgRS(1+Y/100)VF t
+
−W˜ + CFWF + hAWA + hGWG
kfREGTgRS(1 + Y/100)
)
,
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where
W˜ =
(Qir +Qis)REGTg
PG
(
wF + wA +wG
kfREGTg
+Ce−
KFREGTg
V t
)
.
The input parameters for the furnace model are expressed by fuzzy numbers,
namely p1 = WF , p2 = WA, p3 = WG, p4 = hG and p5 = hA as illustrate in
Figure 7.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e)
Figure 7. Fuzzy input parameters of a furnace system (a) p1 = WF , (b) p2 = WA,
(c) p3 = WG, (d) p4 = hG and (e) p5 = hA
Figure 8(a) shows the fuzzy value output for Qir, we do not see significant
variation in distribution shapes when compared to the original symmetric quasi-
Gaussian distribution of the uncertain parameters p1, p2, p3, p4 and p5. The
parameters ρi, i= 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, exhibit non-zero values of influences. Figure 8(b)
summarizes the relative influences of input parameters of the furnace system.
Only ρ1 gives a moderate influence to the system. The parameter ρ2 shows low
impact on the system. The parameters ρ3, ρ4 and ρ5 are negligible.
Math. Model. Anal., 23(1):101–116, 2018.
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(a) (b)
Figure 8. Results for the furnace system: (a) fuzzy output Qir of furnace system, (b)
relative influence measure ρi for output Qir.
5 Application to a reheater system
A reheater is an important heat exchange component in a high-capacity power
plant. The following are the state space equations for a reheater system by [10]
of a combined-cycle power plant:[
T˙rh
Xrh
]
=
[
−KrhW 0.8riMrCrh 0
KrhW
0.8
ri
Vrh
− WroVrhρrh
](
Trh
Xrh
)
+
[
1
MrCrh
0 KrhTr
MrCrhW 0.2ri
0 WriVrh − KrhTrVrhW 0.2ri
] Qrshri
Wri
 , (5.1)
[
Pro
Tr
]
=
[
0 Rr
[
hro−href+CprTref
hroCpr
]
1 0
](
Trh
Xrh
)
. (5.2)
Equation (5.1) represents the state and equation (5.2) is the output of the
reheater. The state parameters of the reheater model consists of Trh (reheater
metal tube temperature) and Xrh (specific enthalpy of outlet steam and steam
density). The two output parameters are Pro (outlet steam pressure) and
Tr (reheated steam temperature). For this work, reduction of the reheater
model involves selecting the output parameter Tr from Equation (5.2) by using
integrating factor
Pro = Rr
[
hro − href + CprTref
hroCpr
]
XRH . (5.3)
From Equation (5.1), XRH is deduced from ordinary equation
dXRH
dt
=
KrhW
0.8
ri
Vrh
Trh− Wro
Vrhρrh
X
RH
Wri
Vrh
hri − KrhTr
VrhW 0.2ri
Wri,
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After simple computations we get:
XRH=
KrhW
0.8
ri Trh+Wri hri − KrhTrW 0.2ri Wri
Wro
ρrh
+ Ce
− WroVrhρrh t. (5.4)
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e)
Figure 9. Fuzzy input parameters of reheater system (a) p1 = Pri, (b) p2 = Wri, (c) p3
= Tri, (d) p4 = Qrs and (e) p5 = hri
Next, the model parameter of Trh is determined from the following equation
dTrh
dt
=− KrhW
0.8
ri
MrCrh
Trh +
1
MrCrh
Qrs +
KrhTr
MrCrhW 0.2ri
Wri,
after simple computations we get:
Trh =
Qrs+
KrhTr
W 0.2ri
Wri
KrhW 0.8ri
+ Ce
−KrhW
0.8
ri
MrCrh
t
. (5.5)
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Substitute equation (5.4) and (5.5) into equation (5.3) gives
Pro = Rr
[
hro − href + CprTref
hroCpr
]
×
(
ρrhQrs
Wro
+
ρrhWrihri
Wro
+
ρrhKrhW
0.8
ri Ce
− WroVrhρrh t
Wro
+ Ce
−KrhW
0.8
ri
MrCrh
t
)
.
The input parameters for the reheater model are expressed by fuzzy numbers
p1, p2, p3, p4 and p5 as illustrated in Figure 9.
Figure 10. Relative influence measure ρi for output Pro in reheater system.
Regarding the influence of input parameters ρi, i = 1, 2, . . . , 5, the break-
down in Figure 10 indicates only one out of the five uncertain input parameters
exerts influence on the outflow of the reheater. The parameter ρ4 shows signif-
icant influence on the output of the reheater compare to other parameters.
6 Conclusions
The general transformation method is used for steam turbine and boiler systems
to analyze and quantify the influences of their input parameters.
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Appendix
Parameters of a Steam Turbine System
P Parameter Unit Definition
High Pressure
P1 Win kg/s Inlet steam flow from boiler superheat section
P2 Pin Pa Inlet steam pressure
P3 Tin
oK Inlet steam flow temperature
P4 hin J/kg Inlet steam flow enthalpy
P5 ρin Kg/m
3 Inlet steam flow density
Intermediate Pressure
P1 WinIP kg/s Inlet steam flow from boilerreheater section
P2 Po Pa Inlet steam pressure
P3 To
oK Inlet steam flow temperature
P4 ho J/kg Inlet steam flow enthalpy
P5 ρo Kg/m
3 Inlet steam flow density
Low Pressure
P1 WinLP kg/s Inlet steam flow from IP section
P2 PinLP Pa Inlet steam pressure
P3 TinLP
oK Inlet steam flow temperature
P4 hinLP J/kg Inlet steam flow enthalpy
P5 ρinLP Kg/m
3 Inlet steam flow density
Parameters of a Furnace System
P Parameter Unit Definition
P1 wF kg/s Fuel flow to the furnace
P2 wA kg/s Air flow to the furnace
P3 wG kg/s Exhaust gas flow from the gas turbine
P4 hG J/kg Enthalpy of exhaust gas from the gas turbine
P5 hA J/kg Inlet air enthalpy
P6 θ rad Tilt angle coefficient
P7 Tst
oK Temperature of superheater metal tubes
P8 Trh
oK Temperature of reheater metal tubes
P9 Tet
oK Temperature of economizer metal tubes
Parameters of a Reheater System
P Parameter Unit Definition
P1 Pri Pa Inlet steam pressure (from the steamturbine)
P2 Wri kg/s Reheater inlet steam mass flow
P3 Tri
oK Inlet steam temperature (from the steam turbine)
P4 Qrs J/s Heat supplied to the reheater (from the steam tur-
bine)
P5 hri J/kg Inlet steam specific enthalpy
